A new measure of conversational experience: the speaking extent and comfort scale (SPEACS).
Few measures exist which directly assess aspects of conversational experience. We present and provide a psychometric assessment of the Speaking Extent and Comfort Scale (SPEACS), a new 20-item measure which assesses four aspects of past conversational experience: the extent and comfort of both general conversations and in conversations specifically about the self. All four SPEACS subscales exhibited good test-retest reliability. As predicted, the subscales related positively to social competence, disclosure, assertiveness, and perceived availability of someone to talk to, and negatively to social avoidance and social anxiety, providing support for their construct validity. Internal consistency data demonstrated that people tend to vary in how often and how comfortable they feel having conversations with different people. SPEACS offers a range of potential applications in areas with a focus on social networks, social experience and interaction, and the possibility of extension to other dimensions of conversational experience.